Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Sound, Music, musical Instrument and Voice are very fascinating areas of research for digital signal processing applications. In past four decades, Musical Instrument Identification [1] , Singer Identification [2] [3], Speaker Recognition [4] , Music Melody Extraction, Music Database Indexing are some promising areas of applications of Music Information Retrieval (MIR) research. For such applications, and many more, the basic necessity is to extract the useful musical information from the audio files and manipulate (mean, sum, normalize, derivative etc.) or to represent that information in some useful way (transformations, such as Mel domain, Fourier transform, Wavelet transform etc.).
With the advancements in the computational capabilities of MatLab, there are many parallel developments in the supportive toolboxes that speed up the research, [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] . These toolboxes possess strong functions to correctly separate musical information and process it for further applications. Broadly, the research in this field is categorized into voice and instruments. The voice is further classified into speaking voice (speech) and singing voice.
In this paper, we have combined the fields of singing voice identification and musical instrument identification. The aim is to analyze the similarities and/ or the differences in the audio descriptions of the singing voice and the musical instruments with respect to the timbre.
THE EXISTING SYSTEM
Any sound is characterized by an entity called as Timbre. We can identify in a cartoon movie, voices of two characters, by the timbre of the sound of each character, even if both the voices are generated by the same person. There are singers who can emit voices of different singers in one song. How simply is this possible? This becomes possible because of the same entity called timbre. Timbre is multi-dimensional, fuzzy, undefined, unit less attribute of sound that uniquely identifies it [1] . Timbre is refereed in accordance with, texture, light or color. It is also called as Tone color. The typical examples of timbre names are "Rough, Smooth, Dark, Dim, Silky, Heavy" etc.
Let it be a musical instrument or a singing voice, timbre plays very important role in categorizing the sounds. Timbre of a singer depends upon physical anatomy of the singer"s body, face, lungs etc. as well as from psychoacoustic studies of singer"s psychological state of mind. For North Indian classical music vocal the timbre also depends upon the type of singing such as Bada khayal, Chota Khayal, Lakshangeet, Bandish or Tarana [9] while on the other hand for Musical Instruments paying classical music the timbral aspect of that instrument differs from unit to unit. In this research, we have considered North Indian Classical Music vocal and musical instrument solo performances. For a monophonic (that includes single melodic line) or Polyphonic (two or more melodic lines with equal importance and different scales) singer identification problem the voice separation is easier. While for North Indian Classical Music which is Homophonic (single melody line accompanied by background instruments such as Tanpura/Harmonium that is played continuously as the melody progresses) the separation of voice from the background voice is challenging task. The output sound is a mixture of all sounds generated together giving a feeling of harmonious sound which is difficult to segregate into parts or layers.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Similar to singing voice there exist timbre for different musical instruments. The North Indian Classical music considers, for example, Flute, Violin, Harmonium, Sarod, Sitar, Santoor, Shehnai, as leading Classical Instruments that are separately played as performing art on stage. These instruments are used in similar way a singer sings a classical raga. From instrument identification perspective a lot of research has been made towards identification of instrument in an orchestra recording, or simple instrument identification by identification of its timbre [1] , [10] .The usual categorization or classification of the instruments is done into Flute, Clarinet, Violin, Trumpet etc. or the classification is into woodwind instruments, string instruments, bow instruments etc. Very negligible research has been made into identification of which flute? Which violin? Which trumpet? If, for example, we have five violins available, do we have the capability in our system that uniquely identifies the instrument units (physically separate items) into Violin 1, Violin 2, and Violin 3 etc?
Researches, often announce usage of singing voice as a kind of musical instrument by saying that human voice: the most natural of all musical instruments that is most widely used [11] . But on the other side there is less research and applications to detect separate "Unit" (body) of instrument rather than just type of musical instrument. The musical instruments are also characterized by their timbers. The flute sounding husky and used for raga containing minor notes of music are definitely different than the flue sounding divine for raga containing major notes. In this research we have used flutes and Violins performances from North Indian Classical Music.
It is to be mentioned here that the classical performances of the musical instruments playing North Indian classical Music are very similar to the performances of classical singers of this kind of music. A classical singer uses Tanpura/harmonium as an accompanying instrument and sings initially long notes contained in the raga. Then, after completion of almost all the notes described by the raga, that prolonged and sung sufficiently, the rhythm starts slowly and then gradually the speed of the rhythm and singing and the rate of change of musical note sung per unit of time increases accordingly. Similar performance is observed with classical performances of musical instruments such as Flute or Violin.
THE SYSTEM DESIGN
In the system, we have used two databases each containing 100 files with .wav format recordings each of 5 sec duration, 16 bit PCM with 11,025Hz sampling frequency. DB1 contains 5 different male singers and 5 different flute instrument (different units) recordings with 10 samples of each. DB2 contains 5 different female singers and 5 different violin (different units) recordings with 10 samples of each. Here, we are treating all ten instruments as human voice or in other way we are treating all ten singers as musical instruments. The arrangement of dataset done this way has many purposes to be served. First, the system shall be tested on audio that contains mixture of musical instruments and human voices. Second, the performance, importance and role of timbral audio descriptors [12] can be verified and tested. Then, the comparison of performance of statistical classifiers can be done on the basis of mixed input.
Also, we wish to confuse the recognition system with respect to, whether it is a singer or an instrument. By this way in DB1 or in DB2, if we have total 10 singers and if singer 7 is recognized as singer 7 for example, then that means a violin unit of number 7 has been correctly identified as violin number 7 and singer 6 is recognized as singer 6. Thus by this arrangement of audio input this makes the same system to work as an instrument classifier as well as singer identifier.
In order to study the audio descriptive aspect of this above stated system a hybrid selection algorithm [13] is applied only on the audio descriptors, described under the taxonomy of timber of [14] . As per MPEG standard there are more than 50 audio descriptors and can be classified according to variety of taxonomy depending upon the point of view [10] [15]. In musical instrument identification research [16] taxonomy of audio descriptors is followed that includes following audio descriptors under the title of Timbre in MIRtoolbox [14] . The audio descriptors are: attack time, attack slope, Zero crossing rate, Roll off, brightness, roughness, MFCC (Mel frequency Cepstral Coefficient) and Irregularity. The attack time and slop are not useful for harmonic sound samples hence are neglected giving total 6 audio descriptors including MFCC. Experiments have been carried out on number of coefficients to be considered for MFCC from 10, 20 to 30 and was found that 20 coefficients are sufficient to carry useful information of the audio sample. K means (vector quantization technique) and Statistical classifier, K nearest neighbor have been used to identify the given sound sample into musical instrument or human voice. Here the identification is not merely classification into two classes such as an instrument or a singer. Here the classifiers are supposed to identify the exact entity as which singer number or which musical instrument number, even when they sound timbrally similar to each other. From each database, total 10 singers (and instruments) are trained and tested in which 70% audio samples are used for training and 30% samples are used for testing using Euclidian distance.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Experiments are carried out for all six audio descriptors using hybrid selection algorithm. For each level of the forward pass the combinations of best audio descriptors are selected and the statistical classifier is trained and tested for performance accuracy. In backward pass the combinations giving less accuracy have been eliminated. Table 2 shows the final combination of audio descriptors giving highest accuracy for both the databases. 
CONCLUSION
Singer identification and Musical Instrument identification system has been implemented using hybrid selection algorithm for the selection of audio descriptors, as explained in MIRTOOL box. Two classifiers are used to identify the contributing audio descriptors and then to test the identification accuracy. The major conclusions drawn from the experiments and the results are as follows:
a) The audio descriptors considered under Timbral category of MIRTOOL box [14] are sufficient to identify a singer or a musical instrument. b) MFCC, as in case of [1] and [4] 
